PLAY DOCTOR'S THRID VIDEO - "A Visit to the Gynecologist"
This is a 90-minute video and it is filmed in an exam room, using an exam
table with stirrups! Improvements from the previous two PLAY DOCTOR videos are:
1) sound is improved 110% through the use of an auxiliary microphone located
directly over the exam table; 2) the video was shot by a separate camera
operator; 3) there are "scenes" that fade in and out so there is no dead time
spent "just waiting"; 4) the exam is conducted by PLAY DOCTOR and a Nurse . . .
with a special walk-on appearance by "Dr. Rick" for a concluding examination.
The video begins with the patient, Susan, in her bathroom before going to the
Doctor's office. She is dressed in a short nightgown and she removes her panties
so she can take a Fleet enema - then she inserts a tampon and walks off camera
to get dressed for the visit. With a fade back in, you see Susan in the exam
room carrying on a conversation with the Nurse, Ashley, awaiting PLAY DOCTOR'S
arrival. The Nurse helps her undress from jeans and a sweater to just her white
bra & panties and put on an exam gown. PLAY DOCTOR arrives and makes some small
talk, then begins the examination with the eye/ear & throat check, blood
pressure, pulse, and oral temperature. Lowering the exam gown to her waist, he
listens with the stethoscope and palpates her chest, back, and abdomen. He asks
the Nurse to conduct and explain the breast exam, then he checks her out
himself. With the patient now lying on the exam table, he listens more with the
stethoscope (and asks the Nurse to do the same) and palpates her abdomen some
more; then, he asks her to turn on her stomach so he can listen to and palpate
her back and kidneys. While she's on her stomach, the Nurse lowers the
patient's panties for a rectal temperature check --- good questioning,
discussion, and hesitation/reluctancy by the patient in this scene! After the
rectal temperature check, the patient is ready for the pelvic/rectal exam, but
not until she is shaved by Nurse Ashley (and Nurse Ashley removes the tampon,
too)! PLAY DOCTOR comes back into the exam room after the shaving and conducts
a digital vaginal exam, then has the Nurse insert the speculum --- both he and
the Nurse look into the speculum and make comments (for you "cervix" fans, we
got some good open shots, but it's tough to get video of the cervix). The Nurse
also conducts a digital vaginal exam so she can feel some of the things that
PLAY DOCTOR noted.
Now it's time for the rectal exam, so the patient is put on her knees, first for
a digital rectal exam, and then for the anoscope --- which is inserted by the
Nurse. PLAY DOCTOR and the Nurse decide that it's best if the patient has more
of an enema, so Nurse Ashley gives her 2+ quarts from a nice red rubber bag
using a black flanged nozzle. Good nozzle insertion/removal shots and
comment during enema administration, then the camera fades as the patient runs
off to the bathroom. The filming resumes again with the patient sitting on the
exam table waiting for the Doctor ---- this time, PLAY DOCTOR'S colleague, Dr.
Rick.
With the patient in the stirrups, he conducts a vaginal and vago-rectal exam,
then has her turn over for a final digital rectal exam. All is well! However .
. . as Nurse Ashley helps patient Susan get dressed . . . they begin to arouse
each other and the cameraman just had to let the camera run as the patient
undresses Nurse Ashley and they finger each other to orgasm. If that ruins it
for you, just stop watching at this point! But, check it out first; you'll
probably think it's pretty hot!

